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Abstract 

Competitive MAC protocols become a good choice for Wireless Sensor Network 

because of their have good dynamic adaptability and so on. However, in general, there is 

a serious problem of data collision in competitive protocols, so a low collision MAC 

protocol based on broadcast messages is proposed in this paper, SA-MAC (Self-adaption 

Advertisement MAC). It uses broadcast messages to make the related nodes working in a 

scheduled time slot, while the unrelated nodes turning to sleep in the time slot, thus 

reducing the probability of data collision. Additionally, it designs the corresponding 

adaptive contention window mechanism and fast transmission mechanism according to 

the usage ratio of data buffer, so the network performance is further improved. The 

simulation results show that, compared with S-MAC and ADV-MAC, SA-MAC can reduce 

the energy consumption and delay while improving the packet delivery ratio. Moreover, it 

maintains a good network performance whether in the single-hop or multi-hop network 

environment. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a multi-hop and self-organizing network system 

that is composed of a large number of tiny sensor nodes, deployed in the surveillance 

area, which is formed through wireless communication [1]. 

Media Access Control (MAC) layer directly controls nodes to access the channel for 

data exchange, which has a decisive influence on WSN network performance and upper 

layer protocols. So, it is a good way to improve WSN network performance by improving 

MAC protocol to optimize the communication module [2].  

At present, a large number of MAC protocols are proposed, which can be divided into 

scheduling class, competitive class and hybrid class according to the channel access mode 

[3, 4]. Scheduling MAC protocols generally use TDMA mechanism, which has the 

following characteristics, the continuous time is divided into a series of consecutive time 

slots, nodes are awakened only in scheduled time slot to send and receive data packets [5]. 

TRAMA is a traffic-adaptive scheduling MAC protocol. It can achieve conflict-free 

communication in scheduled time slots which is determined by the actual network traffic 

flow. The nodes without communication turn to sleep mode, thus reducing the data 

collision and energy consumption due to the idle listening [6].Competitive MAC 

protocols generally use CSMA mechanism [7-8]. S-MAC is a typical competitive MAC 

protocol, which reduces idle listening by using the duty cycle mechanism, eliminates 

overhearing and guarantee the data integrity by using RTS/CTS/DATE/ACK data 

exchange mechanism, reduces the delay of multi-hop transmission by using the adaptive 
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listening [9-10]. Hybrid MAC protocols are usually combined with different channel 

access methods for the MAC protocol. The typical representatives include Z-MAC and I-

MAC which use CSMA/TDMA mechanism [11-12], SMACS/EAR protocol which uses 

TDMA/FDMA mechanism [13]. 

Competitive MAC protocols are a better choice for WSN than others because of their 

good scalability, simple operation and low network cost. However, they have a serious 

problem of data collision due to the existence of hidden nodes, which seriously affects 

network performance. 

On the basis of S-MAC, we propose a new competitive MAC protocol which is based 

on broadcast messages, SA-MAC (Self-adaption Advertisement MAC). The main 

objective is to reduce probability of data collision and idle listening time without 

compromising network performance. The senders use broadcast messages to make 

unrelated nodes turn to sleep, while the sender and the corresponding receiver are 

awakened in the scheduled time slot for data exchange [14]. SA-MAC is similar to ADV-

MAC which is proposed by S. Ray et al. [15-16]. However, SA-MAC has essentially 

different with ADV-MAC, which use broadcast messages to make unrelated nodes 

turning to sleep during network data exchange, while the related nodes still need to bear 

an intense channel competition. 

 

2. SA-MAC Design Overview 

SA-MAC is a MAC protocol with periodic wake mechanism. Similar to S-MAC, the 

virtual cluster is firstly formed by the exchange of the synchronous frame as shown in 

Figure 1. Some nodes are in the boundary region of different virtual clusters, which are 

defined as edge node. Such nodes need to consume more energy as a bridge between 

different virtual clusters. Therefore, we rule that such nodes do not implement data-aware 

task. 

After the network initialization is completed, nodes enter into the periodic work phase, 

which includes synchronization phase, broadcast phase and data phase, as shown in 

Figure 2. 

virtual 

cluster

virtual 
cluster

edge nodes

TD

SYNC 

Phase
ADV 

Phase Data Phase

TS TD TD TD TDTA

TC

 

Figure 1. The Virtual Clusters               Figure 2. The Periodic Work 

The time length of the synchronization phase is TS, and its setting is similar to S-MAC. 

All nodes need to broadcast their own scheduling information regularly. 

The total number of time slots is m, which the value is pre-setted by the protocol 

according to the service types and density of network nodes. The time length of the 

broadcast phase is TA, which is determined by m. SA-MAC numbers the time slots from 

the beginning of one, and the time slot number ranges between [1,m]. 

The senders complete the slot reservation in this phase by using the broadcast 

messages, which include the address of the receiver and the selected time slot number. 

Considering the network light load, nodes in the network will appear the phenomenon of 

continuous idle listening. So, we define a threshold Thadv, which is the maximum the 

time length during sending broadcast messages. In the case of the network light load, the 

time length of idle listening of the nodes without data packets sending task is only Thadv. 
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The data phase is divided into a series of same length of time slots TD, which is the 

longest time of nodes from the channel competition to a successfully complete 

RTS/CTS/DATE/ACK data exchange in the ideal condition, which is considered no data 

collision and the channel is good. 

The time length TC of data phase is equal to m*TD. The nodes need to exchange data 

will be awaken in the scheduled time slot to complete data exchange.  

The nodes use no acknowledgment mechanism to schedule time slot in the broadcast 

phase. So the protocol sets RTS waiting time Thdata, which is the maximum time of a 

node from the channel competition to send RTS in the ideal condition and sets CTS 

waiting time TWC, which is the time of nodes sending CTS in the ideal condition. If it 

appears the fading channel or data collision, the idle listening time of receivers is only 

Thdata, and the senders‟ time is only TWC after having sent RTS. 

SA-MAC mainly includes two phases, broadcast phase and data phase. The following 

part will describe the implementation process of both the two phases respectively. 

 

2.1. Broadcast Phase 

SA-MAC rules that the channel reservation for nodes is only in the broadcast phase of 

each period, as long as there are nodes required to send the data can launch the channel 

reservation. 

Considering that applications for WSN usually are uncertain, so we design a 

corresponding time slot selection algorithm. Its pseudo-code is shown in algorithm 1. All 

nodes maintain a random number generator, including three variables, the maximum time 

slot number NBmax which is equal to m, the minimum time slot number NBmin which is 

equal to 1 and the current maximum time slot number NBcur. The senders will generate a 

random number NB, a randomly selected time slot number, which value ranges between 

[NBmin,NBcur], then compete channel to send broadcast messages. After current data 

exchange is completed, the nodes judge the communication result. If the data packet 

transmission failed, then NBcur is equal to NBcur+1, otherwise NBcur is equal to 

NBcur-1, the value of NBcur must range between [NBmin,NBmax].   

 

Algorithm 1. Time Slot Selection Algorithm 

Step1: NBcur=[NBmax/2] (interger) 

Step2: Need Send Data 

Step3: NB=rand (NBmin,NBcur) 

Step4: Observe The Situation Of Every Data Transmission 

Step5: If Data Success 

Step6: NBcur=NBcur-1 

Step7: If Data Fail 

Step8: NBcur=NBcurr+1 

 

The senders contend channel to send broadcast messages, because the different nodes 

have the different network load, therefore the priority for nodes to access channel should 

be different. For CSMA/CA mechanism, the probability of nodes access channel is 

mainly affected by the size of the contention window (CW). SA-MAC uses the node‟s 

data buffer (data queue) to dynamically adjust the size of CW in real-time, so as to 

achieve the fairness of the nodes access channel. 

The pseudo-code of CW adaptation algorithm is shown in algorithm 2, wherein BST is 

a data buffer threshold which is decided by the network bandwidth and the capacity of 

data buffer. BS is the usage of current data buffer, CWcur is the CW current value, 

CWmax is the maximum CW value, and CWmin is the minimum CW value. When nodes 

need to contend channel, the nodes use the formula CWcur=[CWmax(1-(BS/BST))] 
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(interger) to adjust the size of CWcur in real-time, the value of CWcur must range 

between [CWmin,CWmax]. 

 

Algorithm 2. CW Adaptation Algorithm 

Step1: Need Send Data And Observe Data Buffer 

Step2: CWcur=[CWmax(1-(BS/BST))](interger) 

Step3: if CWcur>=CWmax 

Step4: CWcur=Cwmax 

Step5: if CWcur<=CWmin 

Step6: CWcur=CWmin 

 

The probability of access channel will be affected by the usage of data buffer when 

nodes use adjusted CW, it said, the more data packets in data buffer, the more easily 

access channel. Due to the limited time length in the broadcast phase, the nodes do not 

reset their back-off timer but temporarily freeze the timer, and waiting for channel is idle, 

if they have been listened the broadcast messages sent by other nodes. They continue to 

contending channel until the broadcast phase is over. 

Typically, the simplified state transition diagram of nodes in the broadcast phase is 

shown in Figure 3(a). The sender after successfully received the broadcast message which 

the destination address is it, it goes to sleep and will be awaken in the corresponding time 

slot. 

 

2.2. Data Phase 

SA-MAC will take the data exchange of nodes randomly distributed to the whole data 

phase. However, the time slots are randomly selected by the nodes, so the related nodes in 

the scheduled time slot still need to process a lightweight channel contention.  

The state transition diagram of nodes in the data phase is shown in Figure 3(b), the 

sender wakes up to contend channel in schedule time slot, which uses CW adaptation 

algorithm like the broadcast phase. During the back-off process, it doesn‟t immediately go 

to sleep but to judge if it has listened the RTS which from other nodes. It remains idle 

listening if the remaining time of current time slot is enough to complete a data exchange. 

It directly sends RTS to reserve channel if the channel is still idle after TWC timeout. 

Otherwise, it directly goes to sleep. It goes to sleep after it successfully sends a data 

packet, regardless of whether it receives ACK.  

The receiver wakes up in the scheduled time slot to idle listening. A judgment will be 

performed if RTS is received from another node. It remains idle listening if the remaining 

time of current time slot is enough to complete a data exchange. Otherwise, it goes to 

sleep. During the process of idle listening, if it has listened the RTS which the destination 

address is it, after sending the corresponding CTS, it goes to sleep regardless of whether 

the data exchange is successful.  

All nodes directly go to the sleep if they have listened CTS from other nodes. 
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Figure 3. Simplified State Transition Diagram of SA-MAC 

2.3. Fast Transmission Mechanism 

Considering the characteristics of WSN business applications with sudden, once nodes 

from a regional network suddenly monitor large amounts of data packets, there will be a 

large number of data packets discarded due to the limited data buffer. So, according to 

real-time usage of the data buffer, we design a fast transmission mechanism (FTS). Nodes 

use two kinds of transmission mode based on the relationship between BS and BST. 

Nodes use the normal transmission (NT) when BS is less than or equal to BST. Otherwise, 

the nodes use FTS. 

The working mechanism of FTS is shown in Figure 4. The sender contends channel 

with the minimum CW to send a control frame, which is defined as MORE_RTS, to 
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schedule time slots in the broadcast phase. However, continuous data sending of the nodes 

will not only interfere with the synchronization phase of next period, but also can interfere 

with the selection of time slots to other nodes. FTS will reserve time slot number, not the 

specific time and the maximum time slot number is m. Considering that data buffer of the 

receivers is also limited, the sender should not send too much amount of data packets. It 

rules that the node goes to the NT when BS decreases to 60% of BST. The receiver sends 

a corresponding control frame, which is defined as MORE_CTS, when it receives a 

MORE_RTS. They go to sleep after they completely exchange control frames. 

 After enter into the data phase, the sender and the receiver wake up and continuously 

exchange data packets, using ACK to confirm each data packet and setting the data packet 

retransmission limit, until both nodes reach the scheduled time slot number. The sender 

and the receiver give up the data exchange and go to sleep if the remaining time is not 

enough to complete a data exchange, due to the virtual clusters realize time 

synchronization and the nodes don‟t need to send the confirmation message to stop data 

exchange. Other senders need to judge according to MORE_RTS/MORE_CTS, if the 

source address and it belong to the same virtual cluster. It judges the control frame which 

contains time slot number, which is defined as C, if C is less than NBmax. It temporarily 

generates a random number between [C+1,NBmax], otherwise it directly goes to sleep. It 

directly goes to sleep until the current period ending if the source address and it don‟t 

belong to the same virtual cluster. 
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Figure 4. Fast Transmission Mechanism 

3. Analytical Model of SA-MAC 

In this section, we analyze the packet delivery ratio, delay, energy consumption and so 

on in theory. 

 

3.1. Packet Delivery Ratio 

This paper mainly uses the time slot reservation mechanism to reduce the probability of 

data collision, so we analyze the packet delivery ratio of SA-MAC by the time slot 

reservation mechanism. 

Assuming all sensor nodes are within the network and the senders are always able to 

successfully access the channel in the broadcast phase, the network‟s data transmission 

failure will mainly occur in the data phase. This paper uses random variable: a(t) to 

represent the value of Nbcur, b(t) the number of the remaining time slots when the node 
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wakes up at moment t, time length of t is equal to TD.so as to construct a two-dimensional 

discrete time Markov chain: {a(t),b(t)}. 

The remaining parameters are defined as follows: 

k: the number of the remaining time slots to send current data packet; 

m: maximum number of NBcur,we predict the maximum number of time slot; 

n: minimum number of NBcur, n=1. 

We define the probability of data transmission failure P: when nodes density reach a 

certain level and the network is saturated (there are data packets to be sent in data queue), 

P is a constant in theory. In this paper, we make a model about time slot reservation 

mechanism, as shown in Figure 5. In the Markov chain, the states of nodes are defined by 

pairs of integers {a(t),b(t)} as follows. 

Before data packet is sent: 

- { } (, | , 1 1, 1, , 0, 2P i k i k i m k iù é ù+ = Î Î -ú ê úû ë û
-                            (1) 

P{i,k|i,k+1} represents the transition probability from the state {a(t)=i,b(t)=k+1} to the 

state{a(t+1)=i,b(t+1)=k}, formula 1 represents that the random timer minus 1 in the 

beginning of moment t. 

After data packet is sent: 

- { } ( ) (, | 1, 0 1 / , 1, , 0, 1P i k i P i i m k iù é ù+ = - Î Î -ú ê úû ë û
-                     (2) 

- { } ), | 1, 0 / , 1, , 0, 1P i k i P i i m k ié é ù- = Î Î -ê ê úë ë û
-                        (3) 

- { }, | , 0 / , 0, 1P m k m P m k mé ù= Î -ê úë û
-                               (4) 

- { } ( )1, 0 | 1, 0 1 , 0P P k= - = -                                     (5) 

Formula 2 represents that after a successful data transmission, NBcur minus 1, NB 

randomly selects from [1,i]. Formula 3 represents that after a failing data transmission, 

NBcur plus 1, NB is selected from [1,i] randomly. Formula 4 represents that after a data 

transmission failure while NBcur reaching the maximum value, NB is selected from [1,m] 

randomly. Formula 5 represents that after a successful data transmission while Nbcur 

reaching the minimum value, NB can only be 1. 

By the ergodicity of Markov chain, we know the stationary distribution of {a(t),b(t)} is 

the limit distribution, so we define the limit distribution: 

- ( ) ( ){ },
, , 1, , 0, 1lim

i k t
b P a t i b t k i m k i

® ¥

é ù é ù= = = Î Î -ê ú ê úë û ë û
-                  (6) 

Formula 6 is the limit distribution of {a(t),b(t)}, so bi,0 has the following properties: 

- ( ) )1,0 ,0 ,0 1,0
* , 1, * , 1,i

i i i
b P b i m b P b i m

-
é= Î ® = Î êë

-                     (7) 

- ( )1,0 ,0 ,0 1,0
* 1 * *

1
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m m m
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b P P b b b

P
-

= - ® =
-

-=                        (8) 

-
,0 1,0

1

1
*

1

m

i

i

b b
P

=

=
-å                                                  (9) 

According to the regularity of the Markov chain, we get bi,k : 
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                                 (10) 

                                                                          

Put the formula 7-9 into the formula 10: 
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* , 1, , 0, 1

i k i
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b b i m k i

i

-
= Î Î -                                   (11) 

Integrated 7-11, all bi,k is represented by b1,0 and P : 

 

1 1
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         (12) 

By formula 12: 
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                                        (13) 

We define the probability of successful data transmission q: assuming all the senders 

can successfully access channel in the broadcast phase, when network is stable, q equals 

to the sum of probabilities of successful data transmission of the nodes in each time slot. 

 ( ) ( )1,0

,0
1

1

1

2
1 1

1 1

1 1

m

i m
m

ii

i

b
q b P P

P P
P i m

P P

-
=

=

= - = - =
é ù-
ê ú+ +
ê ú- -ë û

å
å

         (14) 

In this case, if there are w nodes in the network, the probability of data transmission 

failure is equal to the probability of data transmission success of the remaining (w/m)-1 

nodes, within which at least one node is probable to successfully send the data in 

corresponding time slot, then P:  

 ( )
1

1 1
w

mP q
-

= - -                                                (15) 

So the packet delivery ratio of SA-MAC is 1-P.  
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Figure 5. Markov Model of Time Slot Reservation Mechanism 
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3.2. Delay 

Due to the application correlation of WSN, the end-to-end delay is an important 

indicator to analyze MAC protocols. We will analyze end-to-end delay in theory in this 

section. 

In this section, we set the period length of SA-MAC is a constant, so m is also a 

constant. In the ideal condition, the delay is calculated: 

 1

m

Dn

delay SA sync adv data sync adv D data

T
T T T T T T T T

m

=

-
= + + + = + + +

å
    (16) 

Wherein, Tsync is the time of status update and synchronization in the synchronization 

phase, which, under normal circumstance, is TS. Tadv is the time needed by the nodes to 

schedule time slot in the broadcast phase, including back-off time, idle listening time and 

time of transmit broadcast messages. Under normal circumstance, the maximum value is 

TA. Tdata is the work time needed by the nodes to be activated in corresponding time slot 

in the data phase, including idle listening time, send and receive data packets and back-off 

time. Under normal circumstance, the maximum value of Tdata is TD. 

We further assume that the data packet is ultimately transmitted successfully while the 

network is saturated, then we analyze delay as shown in Formula 17, where k is the upper 

limit of the packet retransmission, Tcycle is the time length of the period. 

 

( ) ( )( )
( )( )

( ) ( )
0 0

1 .1

1

.

1

1

.
delay delay SA cycle delay SA

cycle delay SA

j k j k

j j

delay SA cycle

j j
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P PT P T T T

kTP T

T P P j P P

P

T

- -

-

= =

-

= =

= -

=

- + -

+ - + +

+ - +

å å

         (17) 

 

 

 

 

3.3. Energy 

The related scholars usually use idle listening time of nodes to measure the irrespective 

energy consumption of MAC protocols. This paper also uses it to measure the energy 

consumption of SA-MAC. 

In the ideal condition, we analyze the listening time of SA-MAC in Formula 18. 

         ideal

sync adv data
T ime T T T= + +                                    (18) 

When network load is light, there is Tdata=0, Tadv=Thadv. Therefore, the listening time: 

 
light

sync
T ime T Thadv= +                                         (19) 

When the network is saturated, we further analyze the listening time of SA-MAC, as 

shown in Formula 20, where Tback-off is the time of failure to contend channel in data 

phase. 

 

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )

( ) ( ) ( )
0 0
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1

saturated ideal ideal
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 (20) 
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4. Simulation Results 

In this paper, we use network simulation software NS2 to simulate SA-MAC3 (m is 3) 

and SA-MAC5‟s (m is 5) performance respectively in single-hop and multi-hop scenario, 

and compare them with ADV-MAC, S-MAC10 (10% duty-cycle), S-MAC20 (20% duty-

cycle). The main parameters of the simulation experiment are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Partial Simulation Parameter Setting 

parameter value 

transmission distance 

data packet length 

250m 

50Byte 

simulation time 1000s 

routing DSR 

sending power 

received power 

listening power 

22.6mw 

15.1mw 

15mw  

sleeping power 0.5mw 

 

4.1. Simulation Results in Single-hop Scenario 

This paper assumes that 20 nodes are placed within the scope of 150m * 150m, so that 

all nodes are in transmission range of each other, including five source nodes in the area. 

Within all the nodes, one node is selected as test node, the other nodes as interfering 

nodes.  

In this paper, all the packet arrival interval of the interfering nodes is set to 5s, and we 

simulate the performance of protocols when the packet arrival interval of the test node is 

increased from 1s to 10s. Figure 6(a) shows the variation of packet delivery ratio. When 

packet arrival interval is low, packet delivery ratio of SA-MAC is always better than the 

other protocols, because SA-MAC reduces the probability of data collision. With the 

increase of packet arrival interval, network load is gradually lower, the packet delivery 

ratio of all protocols ultimately reach a constant level. Figure 7(a) shows the variation of 

delay. The simulation result shows that the delay of SA-MAC is significantly less than 

other protocols because the SA-MAC nodes can send more data packets than other 

protocols in a work period. Figure 8(a) shows the variation of total average energy 

consumption. We observe that the average energy consumption of SA-MAC is always at 

a lower level because SA-MAC makes the nodes, which do not need to exchange data, in 

a state of sleep and uses low duty ratio mechanism to reduce the idle listening time. 

From the above figures, it is found that the energy consumption of SA-MAC5 is 10-

19% less when compared to SA-MAC3, 15-21% less when compared to ADV-MAC, 33-

45% and 50-65% less when compared to S-MAC10 and S-MAC20. As is shown from the 

above, SA-MAC reduces the energy consumption while improving the packet delivery 

ratio and delay.   

 

4.2. Simulation Results in Multi-hop Scenario 

This paper assumes that 60 nodes are placed within the scope of 600m * 600m, 

including ten source nodes in the area, like single-hop scenario. One node is selected as 

test node and the other nodes as interfering nodes. 

Figure 6(b) shows the variation of the packet delivery ratio, with the increase of the 

packet arrival interval, packet delivery ratio of SA-MAC is maintained in a controllable 

range, and better than other MAC protocols. Figure 7(b) shows the variation of delay, the 
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delay of SA-MAC is better than other protocols. Figure 8(b) shows the variation of total 

energy consumption averagely, we observe that the average energy consumption of SA-

MAC is less than other protocols, and the variation range is smaller. 

It is seen that SA-MAC5 achieves 12-19% less energy consumption compared with 

SA-MAC3. Compared with ADV-MAC, the energy consumption is reduced by 14-22%, 

and compared to S-MAC10 and S-MAC20, the energy consumptions are reduced by 32-

44% and 51-69%, respectively. As seen from figure 6(b) and 7(b), these energy savings 

are obtained without compromising the packet delivery ratio and delay. 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 6. Packet Delivery Ratio 

 
(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 7. Average Delay 

 
(a)                                                             (b)  

Figure 8. Average Energy Consumption 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a competitive MAC protocol, SA-MAC, which is based on 

broadcast messages. The protocol uses time slot selection algorithm, CW adaptation 

algorithm and fast transmission mechanism to make SA-MAC has the advantages of low 

collision, low power consumption and adaptation. Simulation results show that, compared 

with the S-MAC and ADV-MAC, SA-MAC has a better performance on packet delivery 

ratio, delay and energy consumption whether in the single-hop or multi-hop scenario. In 

addition, the performance of SA-MAC is different when the time slots‟ number m varies. 

SA-MAC (m is 3) has a relatively better performance when the network load is light, 

while SA-MAC (m is 5) is a good choice when the network load is heavy. 
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